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Abstract. As the average age of the population increases, so too do the number of people living with chronic illnesses. With limited resources available, the development of dialogue-based e-health systems that provide justified general health advice offers
a cost-effective solution to the management of chronic conditions. It is however imperative that such systems are responsible
in their approach. We present in this paper two main challenges for the deployment of e-health systems, that have a particular
relevance to dialogue and argumentation: collecting and handling health data, and trust. For both challenges, we look at specific
issues therein, outlining their importance in general, and describing their relevance to dialogue and argumentation. Finally, we
go on to propose six recommendations for handling these issues, towards addressing the main challenges themselves, that act
both as general advice for dialogue and argumentation research in the e-health domain, and as a foundation for future work on
this topic.
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Chronic conditions such as diabetes and chronic pain are now highly prevalent and placing a significant strain on health care resources [7,8,28,65]. This is further exacerbated by the increasing average
age of the population [57], meaning more people are living longer with chronic conditions. With limits
to health care professionals available, the development of e-health systems that provide general health
advice, such as recommendations related to physical activity or diet, offer a cost-effective method of
helping people manage their condition. There are however significant issues in developing such systems, ranging from user experience and engagement [50], to highly sensitive legal [4] and ethical [15]
considerations. In particular, it is important that such advice-giving systems do not exceed what is legally
and ethically permitted before they might be considered a medical device and thus subject to regulatory
approval [39].
Dialogue and argumentation can play an important role in addressing these issues [20,31,48], especially in e-health systems designed around health coaching [30,52]. Advice and support that is based on
sound models of reasoning and delivered through dialogue-based interaction can simultaneously deliver
a high level of user experience and engagement (through, for example, mixed-initiative dialogues [53]
with multiple agent actors providing the advice), while also ensuring that legal and ethical standards are
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adhered to. There are nevertheless certain challenges that must be overcome for this to be realised in
practice; in tackling the latter in particular, a responsible approach to innovation is required to ensure
that the use of argumentation and dialogue does not overstep the bounds of what is legally and ethically
allowed.
Responsible Research & Innovation (RRI) is a process by which research and innovation activities
become aligned with societal values, needs and expectations [58]. The concept of RRI first appeared in
the EU’s 7th Framework Programme for Research and Development (FP7) and has gained in importance
during the implementation of Horizon 2020. With this concept, the European Commission has sought
to frame the question of how best to respond to a number of issues that have to do with the relationship
between research and innovation (R&I) activities funded by the Commission and society at large. The
concept was taken up by the European Council (in this case the gathering of the science and innovation
ministers of the EU Member States) in its 2014 Rome Declaration, which called for “all stakeholders
to act together” to achieve a more societally responsible approach to innovation [9]. It has also been
adopted by national actors, including research councils in the Netherlands,1 Norway,2 and the UK.3
We should however be clear about how far the consensus on RRI goes. Firstly, it is important to observe that the concept of RRI is not meant to describe a new phenomenon; something that is already there
and just needed to be properly conceptualised. Rather, RRI is an inherently normative concept linked to
high-level research and innovation (R&I) policy, which sets out a goal for how the relationship between
science and society ought to be. Secondly, all actors agree to emphasize that RRI should be thought of
as a process by which R&I activities become aligned with societal values, needs and expectations [58].
We present in this paper two main challenges that were identified using an RRI process, each with
specific issues that have a particular relevance to the use of dialogue and argumentation in the development of e-health systems aimed at delivering health advice: collecting and handling health data,
incorporating privacy and informed consent and handling conflicts; and appropriate trust, incorporating
fairness and explanation. The relationship between the main challenges and issues is shown in Fig. 1.
For each issue in each main challenge, we outline what it is and why it is relevant to argumentation and
dialogue. We then go on to present a series of recommendations aimed at handling these issues, towards
addressing the main challenges themselves.
In Section 2 we place the work in context and describe the RRI process that was followed which led
to the identification of the main challenges and issues; in Sections 3 and 4 we present the two main
challenges of, respectively, collecting and handling health data, and trust; in Section 5 we provide our
recommendations for handling these challenges; and in Section 6 we conclude the paper and provide a
summary of our recommendations as directions for future work.

C

2. Methods

2.1. Context

Before describing the RRI process that identified the challenges and associated issues presented in
this paper, we first briefly describe the context in which that process was carried out.
1 https://www.nwo.nl/en/research-and-results/programmes/responsible+innovation
2 https://www.forskningsradet.no/contentassets/558d5b1a9f53421f81371ecf96cf1692/framework-responsible-innovation.

pdf
3 https://epsrc.ukri.org/index.cfm/research/framework/
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Fig. 1. Relationship between main challenges and issues.
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Council of Coaches4 (COUCH) is a project funded under the European Union’s Horizon-2020 programme,5 which aims to develop a virtual council that can assist users with life-changing diagnoses in
achieving their health goals [41]. In doing so, it aims to answer the research question: How can we create a behaviour change support tool that takes into account the multi-dimensional issues of age-related
impairments in a way that is fun and engaging in the long term? Our solution is to design and develop a
virtual coaching concept based on multiple autonomous, embodied virtual coaches, each specialised in
their own domain, that interact with each other and with the user to inform, motivate and discuss health
and well-being related issues (such physical, cognitive, mental and social well-being). The individual
coaches will listen to the user, ask questions, inform, discuss between themselves, jointly set personal
goals and inspire the user to take control of his or her health. To be able to provide the user with a
sufficient level of coaching, solutions should be able to cope with complex reasoning and argumentative
structures, as the underlying theories and strategies applied in human-human coaching are often equally
complex in nature.
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RRI-issues is a concept first developed in the COUCH application process and also forms a conceptual contribution to practical RRI work in research projects at large. Together with the RRI-Vision, these
issues serve as the core framework of the RRI approach described here. The main objective is to provide
a practical approach, a terminology and a conceptual toolbox to flesh out and translate the abstract areas
of importance defined by the European RRI-Framework into a practical methodology. By identifying
areas of importance in a concrete project and making the consortium formally agree to keeping these
issues under scrutiny throughout the project, the project working hypothesis dictates that this pact intentionally and unintentionally will help the consortium to keep its focus and make RRI an integrated and
organic part of project results and everyday work ethics as such. The purpose of this process is to realise
recommendations from the Responsible Industry project to accompany prototyping and innovation processes in ICT with dialogue and reflection on societal values as a means of operationalising responsible
4 http://council-of-coaches.eu
5 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/
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research and innovation in practice [56]. The agreed-upon issues and their rationales are then written
into the founding RRI-Vision, which also doubles as an early project delivery. Methodologically, the
workshopping process draws on Socio-Technical Integration Research (STIR) as developed by Fischer
and others (see e.g. [17]).
In the case of Council of Coaches, the practical process leading to the RRI-Vision had the format of a
structured workshopping process during which the Council of Coaches consortium members engaged in
stakeholder dialogue and ethical reflection at the outset of formulating the RRI-issues. The workshopping process was designed and facilitated by the Danish Board of Technology6 (DBT); a non-technical
research organisation specialised in participatory methods. In the consortium’s interactions with external
stakeholders, the DBT played the role of an “honest broker” – a 3rd party go-between facilitating frank
discussions between the technical members of the consortium and the viewpoints of external stakeholders.
The first step of the RRI process was to come to the agreement within the consortium about which
societal responsibilities – that go beyond simple legal compliance – the consortium would want to make
their concern during the project implementation. We defined our putative RRI-Vision as “an agreement
between the project partners about what responsibilities arise from the ambitions of the project, who
needs to bear those responsibilities, and how the project is going to ensure that they do” [40, p.9]. To
prepare such an agreement, we conducted desktop research, an pilot external stakeholder dialogue workshop, and a consortium reflection workshop each of which contributed to the step-wise identification of
the RRI issues pertinent to the project. Overall, we defined an RRI-issue as “an opportunity for adding
societal value that also implies a risk of impacting society negatively” [ibid., p. 34]. What this definition
implies is that a project that wishes to assume responsibility for the societal value of the research or innovation conducted in the project must become able to look sideways at the potential scientific advances
and beneficial innovations at the core of the project’s ambition in order to reveal to see what harmful
unintended consequences might follow from the project’s success. Precisely because researchers are no
better or worse than anyone else at second-guessing their own motives and best laid plans, achieving such
a sideways perspective on the project demands an interactive process involving stakeholders external to
the project.
The steps taken in this first phase amount to a funnelling of the very broad challenge of “being responsible” down to a list of concrete challenges that the project can meaningfully attempt to solve during its
implementation. A first step in this funnelling process was the production of a working document [Ibid.]
introducing the policy background that has led the European Commission – the funder of the project
– along with national funding agencies in several European countries to channel public demands for
the sustainability and equity of public investments in research and innovation into a new discourse on
responsibility. Our introduction sought to make clear that responsibility is not about each individual
researcher bearing the weight of the world on their shoulders but rather about organising research and
innovation in such a way that societal values are actively integrated in the steering of the project towards
results and impacts. With this basic caveat in place, the working document went on to explore the potential meaningfulness of a range of tangentially related codes of ethics to the ambition of the project. At
the particular juncture where this exercise was taking place, no particular ethical code or framework had
been adopted by the industry to guide the development of virtual coaching apps. We therefore used as a
reference point a patchwork of such codes, frameworks and research recommendations; e.g. for responsible ICT in general, for e-health in particular, for social robotics, and for the conduct of human coaches.
6 http://www.tekno.dk/?lang=en
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Altogether, these provided us with a patchwork of attention points to help guide the consideration of
RRI-issues in the Council of Coaches.
With this ethical patchwork in hand, we carefully selected 10 stakeholders for the first stakeholder
workshop to brainstorm and discuss the project, its ambitions, and its societal implications. The invited
stakeholder group was composed to include diverse interests and types of expertise, including representatives from a patient organisation, a consumer protection agency, and a regional health authority. From
the consortium, besides facilitators from the DBT, representatives of the Coordinator team took part.
After a thorough presentation of the project plan and long term ambitions, we asked the participants in
pairs or groups of three to identify RRI-issues relevant to the project as seen from their particular professional or organisational vantage point. Each pair or group wrote down their reflections under the rubrics:
“What is your issue?”, “Why is it important?” and “How might the project address it?”. At the end of the
group session, which produced a total of seven suggested RRI issues, each group presented its issue(s),
which were discussed in the plenary. The next day, we gathered the full consortium for a briefing on the
inputs from the stakeholder group. Afterwards, two days were spent with the consortium during which
the DBT organisation facilitated the “funnelling” process. Firstly, the patchwork of ethical standards
were presented, and consortium members were divided into pairs or groups of three to brainstorm possible RRI issues on the basis of the patchwork. Secondly, the inputs from the stakeholders produced the
day before were presented, followed by a plenary discussion. Thirdly, the consortium members (in pairs
or threes) went through the same idea generation exercise as the stakeholders the day before, producing
a bulk list of about 12–15 RRI-issues. This exercise was rounded off with a round of voting to prioritise
the listed issues. The top four issues were selected as focus points for further reflection throughout the
project: privacy and informed consent, handling conflict, keeping knowledge bases up to date, and appropriate trust. Furthermore, in a session of plenary discussion, responsibility for following up on each
of these main RRI issues were assigned to specific work package leaders. A visual summary of the RRI
process is provided in Fig. 2.
For the purposes of the present work, we categorise these issues into two main challenges: collecting
and handling health data, and appropriate trust. The former consists of two of the issues (privacy and
informed consent, and handling conflict), while the latter presents the fourth issue as a main challenge
in its own right; this is because trust is a significant challenge in AI that belies several issues of its own,
of which we focus on two: fairness and explanation.

Fig. 2. Summary of the RRI process.
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3. First main challenge: Collecting and handling health data
3.1. Background

F

For e-health solutions to function optimally, they must be able to collect and process multiple strands
of personal and medical data. This presents several related issues, from user understanding to how their
data is to be used, underpinned by legal and ethical expectations, to ensuring that new data is properly
accommodated and conflicts are appropriately handled.
As part of the RRI process described in Section 2, these issues relevant to dialogue and argumentation
were identified and described as:

O

O

(1) Privacy and informed consent: users of an e-health system must provide informed consent for
their health data to be used, while also having certain expectations of privacy;
(2) Handling conflicts: in the face of new data that conflicts with existing data, a system must be
capable of identifying how that conflict should be resolved to ensure no harm comes to the users;

PR

In the remainder of this section, we expand on these issues and examine their relevance to dialogue
and argumentation.
3.2. Privacy and informed consent
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From a legal standpoint, effective handling of privacy and consent has become even more important
in the European Union since the coming into force of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
[10]. There are however moral obligations that both complement and, to an extent, conflict with the
legal position. Collectors of personal and medical data are ethically bound to keep that data private;
however, in the context of a semi-autonomous e-health system, we need to consider the extent to which
data collected from the user can be shared with real medical professionals – for instance, if there are
signs that the user potentially has a serious medical condition. It is therefore necessary to establish
a careful balance between a user’s expectations of privacy, and ensuring that appropriate treatment is
received. This is achieved through a careful consent-gathering process in which, amongst other aspects,
the patient is fully informed as to what data will be shared and under what circumstances.
In a traditional medical context, where a physician requires a patient’s consent for some purpose,
the gathering of consent is a process that has three distinct components [14]: disclosure, which is the
provision of relevant information by the clinician and its comprehension by the patient; capacity, which
is the patient’s ability to understand the information and appreciate the consequences of their decision;
and voluntariness, which is the patient’s right to come to a decision freely without force, coercion or
manipulation.
This traditional consent-gathering process is intrinsically dialogical: a clinician asks for consent for
a specific purpose (disclosure), and the patient can then ask for further information, or accept. This
has similarities to an information-seeking dialogue in the Walton & Krabbe typology [61], in terms
of both the clinician gathering consent,7 and the patient asking for more details. It has been shown that
information-seeking dialogues can be formalised for the purposes of agent-communication [45]; as such,
7 While

in general, consent-gathering could be seen as information-giving, “information-giving” and “information-seeking”
can be considered the same [59, p.44].
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it is possible in principle to develop a dialogue protocol or protocols to model consent-gathering in an
e-health system.
In developing such a dialogue protocol, however, pitfalls involved in traditional consent-gathering
should be avoided. Rubinelli & Schulz [46] observe that when doctors provide information in response
to a patient query, they find themselves “arguing” in favour of a course of treatment. This breaks the principle of vountariness. Any dialogical process for consent-gathering in an e-health system must therefore
be carefully designed such that it does not appear persuasive in response to a user’s query. Instead, it
should provide reasons in the form of explanations, which we cover in more detail in Section 4.3.
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3.3. Handling conflicts
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Health care is a domain in which conflict will inevitable occur. Some conflicts are relatively trivial in nature and are easily resolved by the patient themselves, while others are much more significant
and require deep medical knowledge to avoid causing harm. Consider for instance the difference between choosing what type of exercise to take, and choosing between two possible treatments for a lifethreatening illness. The former is very much within the purview of e-health systems designed to offer
general health advice, whereas the latter is not. Nevertheless, the possibility of a user providing information that creates a genuine medical-related conflict should not be discounted. Should such conflicts
arise, the system must be capable of first identifying this more serious type of conflict, then handling it
effectively and appropriately.
Conflict is of course widely-studied in argumentation theory and forms a cornerstone of models of
dialogue. Our concern in the present work is not however with specific conflicts, but rather how we
might categorise different types of conflict. Accurate identification of these types is essential for both
realistic operation of the system, but more importantly patient safety. The three primary types of conflict
we consider are system-resolved, user-resolved and professionally-resolved.
As the name suggests, system-resolved conflict will be resolved by the system itself, possibly without
the user or anyone else being aware that a conflict even existed. Consider, for instance, a user sustaining
a broken leg; this conflicts with being able to go for a run, but resolving that conflict is straightforward.
In some cases, however, “playing-out” a conflict in front of the user can have advantages, such as where
there are two equally beneficial but mutually-exclusive courses of action. For example, whether the user
should spend some spare time by going for a swim, or preparing a healthy meal for dinner. This feeds
into the process of user-resolved conflict.
User-resolved conflict, empowers the user to choose between conflicting advice or courses of action
and is broadly similar to the concept of shared decision making (SDM) [12]. This allows them to take
ownership of the decision, something which is an important part of coaching strategies such as goalsetting [35,52]. As with system-resolved conflict, all possible outcomes from the resolution process
should not be harmful to the user in any way.
Finally, conflict should be professionally-resolved if a system should find itself holding data that
creates a conflict between two or more pieces of medical advice (as opposed to general health advice).
Neither the user nor the system should attempt to resolve such conflicts because there is no guarantee that
the chosen outcome is correct, and as such could cause significant harm. The conflict should therefore
be referred to at least one medical professional to make an effective decision on the matter.
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4. Second main challenge: Appropriate trust
4.1. Background
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Designing for appropriate trust is an increasingly important issue in AI and more widely in computing.
Lee & See view trust as “the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation
characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.” [34]. They argue that trust is a meaningful concept to
describe human-machine interaction in both naturalistic and laboratory settings, and that humans respond socially to technology. Factors which influence human-human relationships, such as emotional
and attitudinal factors, can also contribute to human-machine relationships. In some ways, our reactions
to computers can be similar to our reactions to human collaborators. This work is consolidated in the
Social Machines research programme within the Berners-Lee paradigm [24], in which combinations of
people and computers are viewed as a single problem-solving entity. Of practical utility is Lee and See’s
argument that we can measure trust consistently in human-machine relationships.
Designers of systems in the sharing economy have used findings in behavioural science to build and
maintain trust between their users. For instance, the hospitality service Airbnb,8 which depends on building trust between people who had never met, uses techniques such as reputation (for both host and guest),
introductions (with hints for what to say and appropriate length) and personal photos to form trust (eg,
see [1,13,36]).
At the other end of the spectrum, early experiments with the 1966 computer “Rogerian therapist” Eliza
[63] have shown that, for some people, too much trust in a system can be an issue. Eliza was built as a
parody, intended to demonstrate the superficiality of communication between people and machines [38];
yet due to our tendency to anthropomorphise seemed to demonstrate quite the opposite, with users attributing far greater understanding, intelligence and empathy than was in the system, inducing “powerful
delusional thinking in quite normal people” [63].
Too much trust can lead to over-reliance or complacency (greater than that warranted by the system’s
functionality, reliability or robustness). We see this in over-trust of autopilot and automated navigation
systems. This occurred in the Air Inter Flight 148 Airbus A320 crash, in which pilots, trusting the ability
of the autopilot, failed to intervene and take manual control even as the autopilot crashed the plane,
killing 87 of the 96 people on board [54]. Similarly, failure of a crew to intervene in a malfunctioning
automated navigation system, in which the Royal Majesty cruise ship drifted off course for 24 hours and
then ran aground [33] (both cases reported in lee:04).
Shneiderman points out that new social traditions are needed to enhance trust in people-machine
settings, to complement conventional ways of establishing trust between people, such as eye contact
and handshakes [49]. He makes the point that “strategic trust is difficult to generate, shaken easily, and
once shaken extremely difficult to rebuild.” [Ibid.] and offers guidelines for gaining initial trust and
enhancing and maintaining it. His guidelines for ensuring trust, which are pertinent to new users are as
follows: disclosing patterns of past performance; providing references from past and current users; using
third party certifications; and making it easy to locate, read, and enforce policies involving privacy and
security. Guidelines for enhancing trust involve clarifying each participant’s responsibilities; providing
clear guarantees with compensation; and supporting dispute resolution and mediation services.
“Trusted AI”. IBM have built a model of AI and trust [5,27], in which they deconstruct trust into four
“fundamental pillars”:
8 http://airbnb.com
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(1) Robustness: AI systems should be secure and reliable. This can be achieved by exposing and
fixing their vulnerabilities.
(2) Fairness: AI systems should not take on and amplify our biases. This can be achieved by new
methodologies which detect and mitigate bias through the life cycle of AI applications
(3) Explainability: AI systems should be transparent about how they have arrived at an outcome.
This can be achieved by researching interpretability of models and their output, training for interpretable models and visualization of information flow within models, and teaching explanations.
(4) Lineage: AI systems should ensure all their components and events are trackable. This can be
achieved by including details of their development, deployment, and maintenance so they can be
audited throughout their lifecycle.
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Of these, Fairness and Explainability are particularly relevant to argumentation and healthcare: Fairness is related to all work in AI and explanations are very close to argunents, both syntactically and
semantically. We expand on these in the context of argumentation and dialogue below in Sections 4.2
and 4.3.
4.2. Fairness
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The fairness criterion concerns the danger of taking on and amplifying our biases, often unconsciously.
In a review of literature and research practices in AI around issues such as gender, race and class, West
et al. [64] conclude that there is a diversity crisis in AI. This is exemplified in systems which detect,
classify, and predict: for instance, image recognition services which make offensive classifications of
minorities; object-recognition systems which perform poorly on objects in countries with low income
levels; or hiring tools for ranking job candidates which discriminate against females. Our increasing incorporation of AI systems into everyday life means that such discriminatory systems will reinforce and
magnify inequalities, historical biases and power imbalances, possibly without precedent, potentially
without awareness, certainly without consent. West et al. argue that there is a direct link between the
lack of diversity in the AI workforce and the lack of diversity in AI systems, in what they call a “discrimination feedback loop” [Ibid., p. 15]. This affects how AI companies work, what products are built,
who they are designed to serve, and who benefits from their development.
While AI is often seen as synomymous with machine learning in this context, the problems highlighted
here are inherent in large sectors of academic and technological evolution. Argumentation takes place in
a sociocultural context, and an arguer’s cultural background, cognitive and social abilities, age, gender,
attitude to social conflict and social harmony, and so on, will all contribute to the forms which their
argumentation takes. Muller Mirza et al. have studied argumentation from a psychosocial perspective
[37], and argue that:
“Argumentative dynamics occur in specific sociocultural contexts, which orient, constrain and contribute to the form that they will take. In this light, argumentation is always “situated” [37, p.3]
They suggest that some commonly accepted models of argument, such as Toulmin’s layout, are culturally Euro-centred, and that there are key differences between this style of argumentation and, for
instance, indirect styles of justification which are more common in Asian cultures. Other studies exploring crosscultural aspects of argumentative discourse further consolidate these findings: differences,
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for example, between North American and Japanese styles of argument [55], and the motivations and
practices of argumentation in India and the United States [23]. Even within specific, highly structured
domains such as legal settings, argument structures and patterns differ across different systems: for instance, the different types of argument used in Islamic Law and Common Law [22].
The context of an argument has cognitive as well as cultural implications. The series of experiments
on Wason’s Selection Task [62] show that people are typically able to perform logical inferences on
problems when framed in a familiar context, but unable to do so in contexts which are unfamiliar or
abstract. These demonstrate the highly context-dependent nature of inference itself, regardless of how
that is expressed in argument.
Further examples of bias in argumentation can be found in data sources. It is increasingly common to
conduct studies in argumentation with real world data such as Wikipedia, social media, reddit, comments
on news websites and so on. These are subject to biases of Internet culture, with contributors often being
young, male, English-speaking, educated, technologically aware, and over a certain income threshold.
Some of these sources have been shown to suffer from specific biases: for instance, there are strong
gender, geographic and systemic biases in Wikipedia, resulting in unevenness of coverage and style [25].
These may affect argumentation styles: Jeong discusses gender interaction patterns and participation in
[29].
Such considerations mean that researchers in argumentation must be aware of the cultural context
within which they are working, and should seek to diversify where possible. This applies to argumentation in the context of health care in terms of topic, style, inferences, and so on. As Muller Mirza et al.
argue:

TE

“...it matters who you are arguing with, it matters what you are arguing about, it matters what context
you are arguing in, and it matters why you are arguing.” [37, p.13]

EC

A further consideration in a health care domain is the potential for asymmetrical relationships between
different parties, in particular between doctors and patients [43]. Pilnick and Dingwall suggest that:

R

“...asymmetry lies at the heart of the medical enterprise: it is, in short, founded in what doctors are
there for.” [Ibid.]
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They do nevertheless argue from a position that this is based on a misunderstanding of the nature and
role of medicine. Indeed, effective doctor/patient communication is an area of study in itself [51]. Moves
have also been made towards a more patient-centred approach, with explanations, illustrations and negotiations being communication [16]. Care must be taken however to avoid patient-centred approaches
becoming patient-led, where patient pressure or expectation can lead to doctors prescribing or carrying
out unnecessary treatments [2].
Lakoff has shown how framing and metaphors affect argumentation [32]; and the role that metaphors
play in healthcare communication is well documented (eg. [21]), along with possible benefits and drawbacks. For instance, the common framing of cancer as a battle metaphor, with its emphasis on winning
or losing is described as “masculine, power-based, paternalistic and violent” in [6] (cited in [21]). The
journey metaphor, with its emphasis on meaning and personal growth, provides a different way of understanding illness. Religious and ethical viewpoints of both patient and caregiver will similarly affect
narrative, metaphor and topics selection. People’s emotional experience of illness will further affect the
form and style of the argumentation and communication used.
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AI is becoming more sophisticated as it surpasses rather than supplements our capabilities. Recent
advances in AI such as Google’s AlphaGo9 and self-driving cars have come largely at the price of transparency with systems increasingly becoming “black boxes”, particularly in the machine learning community [11,42]. The importance of explanations in AI and Computing in general is now a research movement gaining traction under the banner of Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) (formerly known as
Explanation-aware Computing), with XAI set to be key to new models of communication in AI [3].
As AI evolves it will become ethically, legally and socially imperative for it to explain and justify its
processes and output [Ibid.]. This is especially true for a health care setting [26].
Ethically, we have a responsibility to ensure that in addition to increased intelligence, AI-powered
e-health systems offer at least as much transparency as their human counterparts. Such issues became a
legal concern when the European Union’s new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) took effect
in 2018 [10], affecting all software used in the EU. This legislation introduced the right of citizens to
receive human-intelligible explanations for algorithmic decisions. From a social standpoint some aspects
of AI, such as persuasive technologies, are already seen in the context of “social actors” [18].
The necessity and value of explanations in healthcare is well documented. For instance, Fong Ha and
Longnecker argue [19] that a lack of sufficient explanation can lead to poor patient understanding and
feelings of disempowerment, which can result in therapeutic failure. Explanations which are balanced
and understood are key to collaborative communication between patient and doctor [19]. Salmon et
al further show that certain types of explanation can improve patient’s wellbeing and help to reduce
demands on health services [47]. The value of taking into account patients’ own views and experience
of health problems when explaining their conditions is considered in [44]; with tailored explanations
increasing salience for particular groups of patients.
Explanations and arguments are closely connected, but as Walton observes [60] they serve a different
dialogical purpose:

EC

“The goal of an explanation is not to convince or persuade the party that a particular proposition is
true but to express the queried proposition in some more familiar terms or relate it to another set of
propositions that can be put together so that it is more familiar or comprehensible to him”
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In an e-health system, the advice the system selects to provide to the user can be underpinned by
models of argument; for instance, an argument for “do 150 minutes of moderate-intensity activity this
week” could be constructed on the basis of two premises: that the World Health Organisation (WHO)
recommending this for adults aged 18–64 [66], and the user falls into that age bracket. Those same
premises could be used to offer an explanation to the user, should they question the advice, however
what is key is the manner in which those premises are communicated; as with the issue of consentgathering (Section 3.2), it should be purely factual and not in any way persuasive.
5. Recommendations
In this section, we provide a series of recommendations for the use of dialogue and argumentation in
a health care context, that are relevant to the specific RRI challenges and issues discussed in this paper.
These recommendations range from general advice, to directions for future research aimed at addressing
9 https://deepmind.com/research/case-studies/alphago-the-story-so-far
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Table 1
Summary of recommendations
Issue(s) addressed
Privacy and informed
consent
Privacy and informed
consent

Collecting and handling
health data

Handling conflicts

Appropriate trust

Fairness; Explanation

Fairness

O

Appropriate trust

F

Main challenge(s) addressed
Collecting and handling
health data
Collecting and handling
health data

Appropriate trust

O

Recommendation
(1) Understand the dialogical nature of the consent-gathering process
and aim to ensure it is accurately modelled in a virtual context
(2) Understand the difference between persuasion and
information-giving and ensure this is built in to the consent gathering
process
(3) Be alert to conflict if and when it arises, and be ready to react
correctly to ensure it is handled in way that does not risk harming the
user
(4) Ensure that any advice given by an e-health system is justifiable,
both internally (through explanation) and externally (through
accurate and appropriate sourcing)
(5) Be aware of the culture and context of deployment to avoid
amplifying human biases
(6) Ensure that an e-health system is capable of explaining its advice
without arguing for that advice

Explanation
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the specific challenges. A summary of the recommendations is provided in Table 1, highlighting the
challenge(s) they address.
(1) Understand the dialogical nature of the consent-gathering process and aim to ensure it is
accurately modelled in a virtual context: the process of consent-gathering in a traditional medical
context is intrinsically dialogical; this allows a patient to question the need for consent, and ask for
clarification should it be required. Thus any attempt to model this process computationally through
models of dialogue should provide these opportunities for user response (Section 3.2).
(2) Understand the difference between persuasion and information-giving and ensure this is built
in to the consent gathering process: as noted in recommendation (1), the consent-gathering process
must allow a user to question the need for consent and ask for clarifications, and for the system to
response appropriately. Care needs to be taken to ensure the answers and clarifications are purely factual,
and not persuasive (Section 3.2).
(3) Be alert to conflict if and when it arises, and be ready to react correctly to ensure it is handled
in way that does not risk harming the user: conflict is inevitable in a health care domain, with different
types of conflict being more serious than others. While conflict and its resolution is a cornerstone of many
models of argument and dialogue, there are limits to what an e-health system should attempt to achieve.
Such systems should therefore be capable of identifying when neither it nor the user should attempt to
resolve conflict, and instead refer it (or the user) to an appropriate medical practitioner (Section 3.3).
(4) Ensure that any advice given by an e-health system is justifiable, both internally (through
explanation) and externally (through accurate and appropriate sourcing): an e-health system should
be able to justify its advice, not just in terms of the process followed in arriving at that advice, but also the
foundation upon which it was built, e.g. verifiable and trustworthy sources of health advice. (Sections 4.2
and 4.3).
(5) Be aware of the culture and context of deployment to avoid amplifying human biases: an ehealth system should be sensitive to the culture and context in which it is deployed, and tailor its advice
accordingly. If practical, diversify the domain, the data used, and the researchers conducting the work
(Section 4.2)
(6) Ensure that an e-health system is capable of explaining its advice without arguing for that
advice: a user of an e-health system should always be able to ask for an explanation of the advice given.
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In satisfying recommendation (5), an e-health system can use arguments to determine what advice to
give; however, there is a subtle but important difference between argument and explanation. The latter
should not in any way be persuasive, but simply set out the facts (Section 4.3).

6. Summary and conclusions
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We have in this paper examined two main challenges for Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)
that have particular relevance to the use of dialogue and argumentation in the deployment of e-health
systems for advice giving. These challenges, collecting and handling health data and appropriate trust
are each further sub-divided into two issues: privacy and informed consent and handling conflict; and
fairness and explanation respectively. In the case of the latter, these constitute two of the pillars of trust
in AI [27].
Dialogue has an important role to play in e-health systems, and computational models of formalised
dialogue games can underpin this. There are nevertheless several pitfalls that need to be avoided to
ensure that those dialogue models are effective, ethical and legal. These issues arise throughout the use
of an e-health system, from the consent gathering process, to conflict resolution and the provision of
advice.
One reason for dialogue-based interactions is to allow the patient (or, in the case of an e-health system,
user) to ask questions. This can be either to query the need for consent, or actual advice given. In real
doctor/patient interactions, there is a risk that when a patient queries a suggested course of treatment,
the doctor “argues” in favour it rather than providing a purely factual explanation [46]. This distinction
between argument and explanation is subtle but important [60].
Trust is a significant challenge in artificial intelligence, and in particular in AI-based e-health systems.
Users must be able to trust the advice such a systems give for them to be of practical use, but building that
trust requires careful consideration and design. As well as ensuring that advice is appropriately-sourced,
there are other, perhaps more subtle factors that should be taken into account. For instance, when designing algorithms to select advice it is important that researchers’ own biases are not amplified, even
unknowingly, which is a problem for AI in general [64]. It is also important to take into account cultural considerations with different cultures taking different approaches to argument and argumentation
[22,23,55]. Indeed, cultural differences also manifest themselves in doctor/patient interactions [16]; how
this might translate to user interaction with an e-health system presents an interesting avenue for future
research.
The recommendations we present in this paper are designed partly to show where the challenges
lie in using argumentation and dialogue in an e-health context, but also to act as prompts for future
discussion and research. Such future work might focus on a specific recommendation (for instance,
the design, implementation and evaluation of a dialogue protocol for consent-gathering), or examine
the recommendations more generally with a view to developing guidelines and frameworks that help
developers of e-health systems navigate the challenges and issues. We also do not consider the list of
recommendations to be exhaustive, but instead see them as a starting point for further recommendations
that cover other challenges and issues.
Dialogue and argumentation have a key role in ensuring responsible innovation in an e-health context
and the recommendations presented in this paper provide a solid foundation for that role to be realised.
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